From dorm rooms to classrooms, your built space can show off school pride every day! This FOLIO from the Interface Design Studio illustrates how our modular flooring—carpet tile, LVT, and nora® rubber—works together to support campus-wide branding standards.

Here’s what you’ll find as you flip through this FOLIO:
- Inspirational product palettes in common school colors
- Floor design ideas for a variety of university spaces
- Rendered and finished floor plans that bring it all together

Follow the process from start to finish with a suite of products designed for elevated aesthetics and performance.
1) HN810: 104214 NICKEL  2) HN840: 104222 NICKEL  3) SR999: 104925  4) FLOR BOARDWALK: 105844 KALE  5) ICE BREAKER: 105775 QUARRY  
14) FARMLAND: 106241 DOVE  15) MEET: 180774 GULL  16) NORAMENT GRANO: 5302 ANGELICA ROOT  17) NORAMENT GRANO: 5328 ARBORVITAE  
18) WALK THE PLANK: 8762 CYPRUS  19) EXPOSED: 106057 MERIDIAN  20) CLOUD COVER: 105712 FOREST  21) LVT NATURAL WOODGRAINS: A00205 STORM  
22) NORAPLAN ENVIRONCARE™: 7033 TAIL GATING  23) NORAPLAN SENTICA: 6520 SNOW DAY  24) LVT STUDIO SET: A00725 DARK GREEN
The designs owned by Interface and its subsidiaries, are protected by federal and state copyright law, and are provided with the understanding that Interface will receive an order in the near future for the products set out in the designs. The designs are for the recipient's use only, and will not be distributed to any third parties (including any other flooring manufacturer or distributor) absent Interface's express consent. Interface makes no warranties as to the designs themselves. CAD floor plans are required to ensure accurate take-off on designs which may otherwise be impaired by poor PDF floor plans.

Summary Report

CPT 9- LVT NATURAL STONES A00101 JET MIST 50cm NON DIRECTIONAL
CPT 10- SUMMERHOUSE SHADES 105485 LINEN 25cm x 1m ASHLAR
CPT 17- NORAMENT GRANO 5328 ARBORVITAE
CPT 22- NORAPLAN ENVIRONCARE 7033 TAIL GATING TILE 24” x 24”
CPT 23- NORAPLAN SENTICA 6520 SNOW DAY 3.0mm SHEET
MULTI PURPOSE ROOM-25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
CPT 11 - FRENCH SEAMS 105608 AVALLON 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
CPT 13- AE311 104669 FOG 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
CPT 8- WALK THE PLANK 103956 MAGNOLIA 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
CORRIDOR CONFIGURATION 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
CPT 13- AE311 104669 FOG 25cm x 1m HERRINGBONE
CPT 8- WALK THE PLANK 103956 MAGNOLIA 25cm x 1m HERRINGBONE
CPT 11 - FRENCH SEAMS 105608 AVALLON 25cm x 1m HERRINGBONE

Scale 1:120 (original drawing scale 1:2)
The designs owned by Interface and its subsidiaries, are protected by federal and state copyright law, and are provided with the understanding that Interface will receive an order in the near future for the products set out in the designs. The designs are for the recipient's use only, and will not be distributed to any third parties (including any other flooring manufacturer or distributor) absent Interface's express consent. Interface makes no warranties as to the designs themselves. CAD floor plans are required to ensure accurate take-off on designs which may otherwise be impaired by poor PDF floor plans.
Product Palette, Gold

1) LVT STUDIO SET: A00712 MARIGOLD  2) LVT NATURAL WOODGRAINS: A00207 WASHED WHEAT  3) STATIC LINES: 105939 STEEL STATIC
4) LVT WALK ON BY: A01503 YELLOW  5) SR699: 104932 IRON  6) FLOR CHASING PAVEMENT: 106207 FLINT/GOLD  7) AE312: 105409 GREIGE/ACCENT
8) HARD DRIVE: 105943 STEEL HD  9) NORAMENT SATURA: 5124 AQUILA  10) NORAPLAN ENVIRONMENT™: 7034 FIREWORKS
11) NORAMENT GRANO: 5307 FENUGREEK  12) CIRCUIT BOARD: 105948 YELLOW CIRCUIT  13) ICE BREAKER: 105779 GRAYFOX  14) BROOME STREET: 106212 YELLOW GLASS
15) WHELER STREET: 105651 IRON SQUARE  16) WALK THE PLANK: 8761 SYCAMORE  17) STEP IT UP: 106332 CITRINE  18) OLD STREET: 105740 IRON GRID
19) LVT BRUSHED LINES: A01608 SANDALWOOD  20) NORAPLAN SENTICA: 6513 HAYRIDE
The designs owned by Interface and its subsidiaries, are protected by federal and state copyright law, and are provided with the understanding that Interface will receive an order in the near future for the products set out in the designs. The designs are for the recipient's use only, and will not be distributed to any third parties (including any other flooring manufacturer or distributor) absent Interface's express consent. Interface makes no warranties as to the designs themselves. CAD floor plans are required to ensure accurate take-off on designs which may otherwise be impaired by poor PDF floor plans.

Summary Report

- **CPT 1-** LVT STUDIO SET A00712 MARIGOLD 25cm x 1m ASHLAR
- **CPT 1-** LVT STUDIO SET A00712 MARIGOLD 25cm x 1m HERRINGBONE
- **CPT 2-** NATURAL WOODGRAINS A00207 WASHED WHEAT 25cm x 1m INSTALLED ASHLAR
- **CPT 7-** CHASING PAVEMENT 106207 FLINT GOLD 50cm NON DIRECTIONAL
- **CPT 10-** NORAPLAN ENVIRONCARE 7034 FIREWORKS TILE 24" x 24"
- **CPT 11-** NORAMENT 926 GRANO 5307 FENUGREEK 1004mm x 1004mm
- **COMMON AREA CONFIGURATION** 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
- **CPT 3-** STATIC LINES 105939 STELL STATIC 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
- **CPT 12-** CIRCUIT BOARD 105948 YELLOW 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
- **CPT 8-** HARD DRIVE 105943 STEEL HD 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
- **DOORM ROOM CONFIGURATION** 50cm PATTERN BY TILE
- **CPT 13-** ICE BREAKER 105779 GRAYFOX 50cm NON DIRECTIONAL
- **CPT 17-** STEP IT UP 106332 CITRINE 50cm NON DIRECTIONAL

Scale 1:130 (original drawing scale 1:2)
Higher Education
Product Palette, Blue

1) AE311: 105805 GRANITE  2) AE315: 105816 GRANITE-AZURE  3) B702: 102897 NORTH SEA  4) B603: 102921 NORTH SEA  5) LVT WALK ON BY: A01507 ROYAL BLUE
6) NIGHT FLIGHT: 106476 INDIGO  7) AE317: 105829 AZURE  8) NORAPLAN ENVIRONCARE: 7042 STAR GAZING  9) NORAMENT GRANO: 5307 FENUGREEK
10) SR899: 104922 MIDNIGHT  11) FRENCH SEAMS: 105607 LIGHT YON  12) EXPOSED: 106067 PINNACLE  13) NATURES COURSE: 105861 MARBLE
14) EXPOSED: 106058 PRINCIPAL  15) FLOR SKYFALL: 106124 COBALT  16) VECTOR: 103530 STONE  17) NORAMENT GRANO: 5306 CAMPHOR
18) NORAPLAN ENVIRONCARE™: 7066 PARADE  19) LVT TEXTURED WOODGRAINS: A00416 ANTIQUE DARK OAK  20) AFTERNOON LIGHT: 105301 MIDNIGHT LIGHT
21) LVT NATURAL WOODGRAINS: A00207 WASHED WHEAT  22) LVT STUDIO SET: A00720 ROYAL BLUE
2) AE315: 105816 GRANITE-AZURE  
3) B702: 102897 NORTH SEA  
6) NIGHT FLIGHT: 106476 INDIGO  
7) AE317: 105829 AZURE  
10) SR899: 104922 MIDNIGHT  
11) FRENCH SEAMS: 105607 LYON  
12) EXPOSED: 106067 PINNACLE  
13) NATURES COURSE: 105861 MARBLE  
16) VECTOR: 105930 STONE
2) AE315: 105816 GRANITE-AZURE  
3) B702: 102897 NORTH SEA  
7) AE317: 105829 AZURE  
10) SR899: 104922 MIDNIGHT  
11) FRENCH SEAMS: 105607 L YON  
12) EXPOSED: 106067 PINNACLE  
13) NATURES COURSE: 109661 MARBLE  
15) FLOR SKYFALL: 106124 COBALT  
17) NORAMENT GRANO: 5306 CAMPHOR  
18) NORAPLAN ENVIRONCARE™: 7066 PARADE  
21) LVT NATURAL WOODGRAINS: A00207 WASHED WHEAT
1) SOURCE MATERIAL: 106307 IRON  2) UPLOAD: 106290 LIGHT RED  3) FLOR RUE: 105593 RED  4) CLASSIC SEVEN: 106095 SUTTON PLACE  
5) MEET: 180774 GULL  6) STEP THIS WAY: 106324 ASH  7) NEIGHBORHOOD SMOOTH: 105641 DRU RED  8) LVT WALK ON BY: A01505 RED  
13) NORAPLAN SENTICA: 6523 ROAD TRIP  14) NATURALLY WEATHERED: 106021 GREYSTONE  15) NORAPLAN SENTICA: 6520 SNOW DAY  
16) NORAMENT SATURA: 5111 CASTOR  17) SHIVER ME TIMBERS: 103922 SYCAMORE  18) NORAPLAN GRANO: 5332 GERANIUM  19) WW860: 105353 CHARCOAL TWEED  
20) LVT BRUSHED LINES: A01604 GALENA  21) LVT TEXTURED WOODGRAINS: A00406 ANTIQUE LIGHT OAK  22) LVT STUDIO SET: A00717 RED
20) LVT BRUSHED LINES: A01604 GALÉNA  21) LVT TEXTURED WOODGRAINS: A00406 ANTIQUE LIGHT OAK  22) LVT STUDIO SET: A00717 RED
The designs owned by Interface and its subsidiaries, are protected by federal and state copyright law, and are provided with the understanding that Interface will receive an order in the near future for the products set out in the designs. The designs are for the recipient's use only, and will not be distributed to any third parties (including any other flooring manufacturer or distributor) absent Interface's express consent. Interface makes no warranties as to the designs themselves. CAD floor plans are required to ensure accurate take-off on designs which may otherwise be impaired by poor PDF floor plans.

Summary Report

- RUBBER NORAPLAN SENTICA 6520 SNOW DAY
- RUBBER NORAPLAN SENTICA 6523 ROAD TRIP
- RUBBER NORAMENT GRANO 5332 GERANIUM
- STUDIO SET A00717 RED 25cm x 1m INSTALLED ASHLAR
- TEXTURED WOODGRAINS A00406 ANTIQUE LIGHT OAK 25cm x 1m INSTALLED ASHLAR
- CONFIGURATION 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
- STUDIO SET A00717 RED 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
- BRUSHED LINES A01604 GALENA 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
- TEXTURED WOODGRAINS A00406 ANTIQUE LIGHT OAK 25cm x 1m PATTERN BY TILE
- CONFIGURATION 2 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
- NATURALLY WEATHERED 106021 GREYSTONE 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
- NEIGHBORHOOD SMOOTH 10641 DRU RED SMOOTH 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
- DRIFTWOOD 104856 LINDEN 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
- SR799 104935 GRANITE 50cm INSTALLED QUARTER TURN
- UPLOAD 106290 LIGHT RED 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
- NEIGHBORHOOD SMOOTH 10641 DRU RED SMOOTH 25cm x 1m INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
2) UPLOAD: 106290 LIGHT RED  3) FLOR RUE: 106583 RED  7) NEIGHBORHOOD SMOOTH: 105641 DRU RED  9) DRIFTWOOD: 104856 LINDEN  12) ICE BREAKER: 105775 QUARRY  14) NATURALLY WEATHERED: 106021 GREYSTONE
20) LVT BRUSHED LINES: A01604 GALENA  21) LVT TEXTURED WOODGRAINS: A09406 ANTIQUE LIGHT OAK  22) LVT STUDIO SET: A00717 RED
Interface Design Studio

Your university has a vision for a modern learning environment. Working closely with you from concept to completion, Interface Design Studio helps universities create inspirational spaces that reflect your unique culture, distinguish your school and positively impact those who live, work and learn on campus.

Contact your rep to get started.
Carbon Neutral Floors™

When you choose Interface flooring, you’re fostering a more sustainable environment to promote learning. This is because all of the flooring products that we sell—carpet tile, LVT, and nora rubber—are carbon neutral. And through our ReEntry® program, Interface reclaims used carpet tile and LVT to turn into new flooring over and over again.